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While looking for investment opportunities, it is always advisable to look for sectors which can
ensure steady and stable income. Oil and natural gas are few such sectors which have generated
good returns over a long period.

We just canâ€™t imagine a growing economy surviving without the natural resource, oil. In fact, we have
to depend on natural resources like oil and gas for regular day-to-day activities. This is why global
oil consumption has reached its peak thus resulting in high demand for oil and natural gas
production.

Many US based companies are doing really well in this sector, ensuring steady production activities.
Breitling Oil and Gas is one such company which has not only strived in the field of oil and natural
gas exploration and extraction, but it has also extended investment opportunities to their willing
investors. This company is one of the largest independent oil and natural gas companies in the U.S.
The company has rich reserves throughout major basins in North America. The companyâ€™s
exploration activities are mainly focused on profit generating production to existing core areas. They
have also concentrated on developing potential new core areas. It supplies liquid hydrocarbons and
natural gas to the vast energy market spread worldwide.

Oil and gas investments in this organization have reaped rich benefits to its investors. The reason is
this companyâ€™s application of latest computerized techniques which ensure maximum success from
their drilling operations. Breitling was founded in October 2004 with the main aim of applying state-
of-the-art petroleum and natural gas exploration and extraction technology which will help in
developing onshore oil and natural gas projects. For their exploration activities, they have focused
on areas like Texas, Oklahoma and Louisiana. The company further holds ownership interests in
both operated and outside-operated leases in countries like Canada, Europe and Middle East.

Breilting has offered highly convenient oil and gas investment opportunities through direct
participation programs. Further, oil and gas direct participation working interest enables investors to
participate in the potential cash flow which can be really attractive. Besides, they can also avail of
unique tax benefits associated with Oil and gas investments. These are investment opportunities
which allow savvy investors to diversify their investment portfolios into a stable commodity market
that is in steady demand.

Not only lucrative returns but direct participation in oil and gas sector can generate several tax
benefits too. These benefits can be large up front deductions the investor can claim for intangible
drilling costs (IDC). Further, they can avail of tax credits for the development of certain types of tight
formations. Such deductions are mainly generated from the cost of non salvageable equipments or
services which are conducted during different phases like the drilling, testing, and/or during
completion of the well.

Though investments in oil and natural gas drilling programs are considered high risk, these can
ensure significant returns and substantial tax advantages. To add to this, domestic oil and gas
development can make the country more self-sufficient in energy production and reduce its
dependence on foreign imports. By investing in a reputed company like Breitling Oil and Gas,
investors can reduce the risk factor related to such investments. Their high tech drilling activities are
aimed at reducing labor expenses, drilling rig time, etc. This ensures generating steady income on
investorsâ€™ money.
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Before investing on the oil and natural gas sector, it is always advisable to do some study of the
company profile and assess its success rates. This can be done by visiting the company website to
know more about its drilling and exploration activities.
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